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The town of Híjar (Spain) faces the challenge and the opportunity to recover its former 

Jewish quarter, starting from the restoration of the old medieval synagogue, recently 

designated as one of the most relevant 19 historic synagogues in Europe at risk, by the 

Foundation for Jewish Heritage.   

 

This paper will address the future plan for Híjar as a case study.   Institutional and 

political framework for support funds allocation have been stipulated, yet are still in a 

very early stage.  However, a strategic plan is to be developed. The story of past 

attempts to revive the former Jewish Quarter in Híjar will set the framework for a paper, 

aimed at focusing on this future strategic plan’s discursive levels.  

 

Thus, contents, management model and the scope of project’s ambition are 

contemplated in this paper, such as:  

 

- How can this project become a model to revisit the way Jewish Heritage is 

communicated in Spain?  

- What is the role of the archaeological and architectural elements in presenting a 

realistic and accurate vision of Híjar’s Jewish heritage?  

- What is the role of intangible Jewish heritage in Híjar: its oral memory or the 

intellectual legacy of Híjar’s Hebrew printing press?  

- What is the scope of Academy implication? 

- Which management models could be successful within the small town context?  

- Who should be the actors involved in designing new, sensitive and sustainable 

uses for Jewish heritage in Híjar?  

- What are the assets, specificities and strengths of the Híjar Project to position it 

in a European and global context?  

- And, more importantly: How will we, actors, formulate a successful discourse to 

nourish a project that we envision to be innovative in its approach, yet 

respectful of both  neighbors and Jewish communities identities and their 

heritage? 
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